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ABSTRACT 
 

“Enrichment Without Couse” is a lawful rule based on forbiddance of asset transfer without cause of 
Enrichment. Thus, if a person takes action to pay it due to supposition for existence of a debt, and it is clear that 
there has been no such a debt, transferred asset will be committed to restore it by documenting the given rule, 
without legal reason and owner. But Iranian civil act has not stipulated this rule as one of the most important 
sources of commitment, it suffices to state some evidence of it like wrong fulfillment, other’s properties 
governance and fulfillment. So, in this inquiry, it has tried by finding legitimate documentations of the rule such 
as ayahs, hadiths, and Fighh evidences, existence and legitimacy of it is proved in Islam law, especially 
Imamieh Fighh that from this path, necessity of establishing rule and regulation of its regulations has been clear 
and arrangements to solve problems due to legal gap is provided. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Problem pattern 
While transferring ownership among persons, or a legal and legitimate cause like contract and 

inheritance, it exists that in this case, due to existence of legal permit, asset transfer is correct, causes ownership 
transfer and differences due to this type of legal relations, is investigable under title of the same contract and legal 
order. But if asset relocation is not product of owner’s causes, there are two cases : first case is that there is a 
crime as illegitimate reason, such as punishment crimes like gavel, gamble, and bribe and civil crimes such as 
wastage, causing, and imposture that this type of transfer of asset is included in discussion of illegitimate gain of 
wealth and since illegitimate reason does not make properties, ownership transfer will not be obtained and getting 
lost rights is pursuable through documenting special regulations of penal and civil crimes. But second case is that 
asset relocation is occurred without any cause. Like that a person settles an amount of money to an account, 
wrongly that in this case, there is no cause like contract and no crime and pseudo –crime have not been committed 
that lost properties can charge its lost right under dominant rules and regulations. in such cases, that it includes a 
wide and various category of lawful relations, restoration of financial value is possible that has been transferred 
without any cause, by documenting a rule that states Enrichment Without Couse is forbidden. This rule as one of 
sources to make commitment beside other sources (such as contract and crime) includes intentional group of 
commitments due to Enrichment Without Couse, as a legal supplementary, causes totality of requirement causes. 
While due to no stipulation of civil law to given rule and no statement of regulations related to it and sufficiency 
to state some evidence like governance of properties, wrong fulfillment and fulfillment on one hand and no 
independent and comprehensive discussion from rule, pillars, conditions and effects of it in Fighh texts, on the 
other hand, there is a (empty) room for this important source for making commitment beside other sources in 
Iranian civil law and the same thing causes many problems to do justice. But main question that discussed in this 
field is that can given rule Fighh fundamentals be found in Fighh texts, is there decree to its existence and 
legitimacy in Islamic law? Thus, in this writing, it has been tried that by investigating Fighh and lawful reasons, 
theory for existence of rule” Enrichment Without Couse” in Islamic law is proved by relying on its legitimate 
documentations, we like regulating regulations related to the rule as well as legal cases and also, stipulating it as 
an independent Fighh rule that by reviewing it, arrangements to solve the given problem is provided. 

 
 Knowing concept 
Cause: this word means harness, rope and what is connected to other thing. In some ayahs of Benevolent 

Koran such as ayah 15 of Haj surah, ayahs 84 and 85 of Kahf and ayahs 36 and 37 of Qafer surah [1], it has been 
used with these meanings [2] 

But cause in Fighh and civil law terminology is “what that from its existence, another thing is not 
required but from its absence, another absence is required.” When from existence of a thing, another thing is 
required and from its absence, its absence is done, it is total cause, and not cause [3]. In other words, when an 
effective factor is in a situation that if effect conditions are added to it, it is effective; that factor is called case 
irrespective of effect conditions. and if effect conditions is added to it, its name is advisability and when lack of 
obstacle is added to advisability, total cause is made [4] e.g., Propinquity is cause of inheritance and if life of heir 
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while death of deceased, that is condition of getting inheritance, is added to it, advisability is obtained and if there 
is no obstacle like murder, total reason exists to get inheritance of heir [5]. In addition to these general definitions, 
sometimes in different chapters of Fighh, depending on subject of that chapter, there are special interpretations of 
cause. For example, in imposture, wastage, causing and blood money discussion, cause is a thing that if it was not, 
wastage is not occurred [6]. While in inheritance discussion, the given word mostly is used as cause of 
inheritance. in some cases, this word means reason of ownership and it is” a cause that causes ownership of 
someone like purchase, will, ownership possession and passing time for reason of ownership from its fans’ views” 
[5]. Article 140 of civil law, has introduced restoration of dead lands, possession of right objects, contracts and 
commitments, getting survivorship and inheritance as causes for reasons of ownership. But some jurists, in 
addition to cases counted in law, have introduced other cases like forgery, ownership will, ignorance, choices, and 
passing time as causes for reasons of ownership [7]. Though, some others do not accept passing time as cause for 
reason of ownership [8]. It should be noted that intention of word “cause” in rule “Enrichment Without Couse” is 
cause of ownership.  

Asset: this word means possession, properties, and wealth and term of rich, well off, and well to do [9]. 
Jurists have provided various definitions in terminology of law science to state asset. Some have defined 

it such: “lawful relations of a person that leads to money, we call it asset. In this order, asset is a collection of 
properties, charges and debts of a person and in other words, it includes all his/her financial rights and 
requirements “ [10]. Though the given definition is not without fault, in which, it has been tried, by providing a 
comprehensive definition, positive and negative, material and spiritual asset, and generally, any thing led to 
money is included in concept of asset. And some others by interpretation of asset to a collection of financial rights 
and assignments for a person and using wide concept of properties, they have tried to provide a comprehensive 
definition [11], what is that others have interrupted to do so by using term” tangible and intangible resources” and 
exiting spiritual asset from their definitions [5]. 

But asset is divided into three categories in credit of quality for cause of earning, thereby earned asset has 
legitimate cause or has not and if has not, it has illegitimate cause or has not. So, three categories of asset 
including: first category, asset due to legal, legitimate causes, and reasons of ownership like contract and fund. 
Second category, asset that lacks legitimate cause and obtained from illegitimate and illegal causes like gavel, 
theft, and other crimes stipulated in Islamic penal law. And finally, third category, asset that is obtained without 
existence of cause, whether legitimate or illegitimate like receiving a part of dowry of behest marriage that never 
is reached. Regarding second and third types asset, it is said, though after proving illegitimacy and or being 
without of cause, it will lack legal validity and condemned to return, as long as such a thing has been not proved, 
asset possessed by it, is took as per rule of belonging power. So, asset is called merely first type asset, in general 
concept for any of three types and in special concept of it. thus, term “ownership” only includes three categories 
but by belonging to provision of cause, ownership with legitimate cause has been out of it in subject, other types 
of asset remain and then, by condition of being cautionary that will be indicated in future discussions, asset 
obtained from crime and pseudo- crime, i.e., earning illegitimate wealth is allocated by it, ownership rule without 
cause, is special for ownership of third type. 

 
Rule of “Enrichment Without Couse” 
“Enrichment Without Couse” is a general rule that thereby, it should not be allowed to a person that 

without legitimate cause and or other ‘s loss, he/she becomes rich, but it should be asked for him/her that retunes 
properties or benefits that obtained, held and seized. Though the given rule has been accepted in most of lawful 
regimes beside contract, crime and pseudo –crime as one of important sources but in Iranian civil law, it has not 
been stipulated, just it has been sufficed to state some evidence of it. 

The given rule in some lawful regimes, has been called unfair ownership while this name is a misleading 
and unsuitable title for rule nature since, e.g., though sale of low-quality goods to an excessive cost and a one 
similar to quality goods, seems unfair ownership, it is out of circle for rule” Enrichment Without Couse, whether 
it has cause of ownership, e.g. purchase or law has not forbidden it, it will be correct and effective. Thus, unlike 
lawful regimes like UK, calling this rule as rule “Enrichment Without Couse “or “without reason “seems more 
logical. Discussions of the given rule are discussed as one of sources of commitment in commitments rights. 
Those who have divided commitments sources into 5 category as per common classification for several past 
decades: law, contract, pseudo- contract, crime, pseudo- crime, have provided discussions related to “Enrichment 
Without Couse under title of pseudo-contract [10]. By this description that in all cases that a property is displaced 
without deserve and in lack of contract and no occurrence of crime, a thing occurred like one of contracts. E.g., in 
wrong fulfillment in supposition of existence of a debt to a person or a supposition of a attorney receiver of 
properties from debtor, pseudo-contract of debt or loan and in governance of absent or ward properties, pseudo- 
contract of attorney and also, in fulfillment case, i.e., using other’s properties or work without contract, hire 
pseudo- contract is occurred. But in new classification of commitment sources, ownership subject has been 
discussed without cause under title of illegitimate fulfillment about two categories of lawful actions including, 
contract and occurrence and lawful events include civil responsibility, imposture and fulfillment [12]. Though 
selection of this title lacks enough preciseness, why fulfillment beside wrong fulfillment and governance of 
another properties in civil law has been provided as one of evidences of “Enrichment Without Couse” and calling 
a general subject as name of its evidences is misleading. Some others have investigated discussions of this lawful 
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establishment under title of useful action by dividing commitment sources as commitment to canon, contract, 
bilateral will, useful action and useless action [13]. But in law of some European countries like Swiss, 
commitments due to Enrichment Without Couse, due to its special importance, forms beside commitments due to 
contract and commitments due to action opposed to law, one of three chapters of commitments law. 

 
Rule features and its effects 
To reach Enrichment Without Couse, existence and collection of four basic pillars are required including, 

increase of asset on one hand, decrease of asset on the other hand, and existence of relation among increase and 
decrease of asset as three material pillars and lack of legitimate and legal cause that is took as its spiritual pillar. 

In addition to this, to hear lawsuit of “Enrichment Without Couse” conditions have been stated that one 
of them, is condition of its being cautionary and side. it means that if demandant to charge request, has another 
documentation based on contract, law or crime, his/her lawsuit will not be heard as Enrichment Without Couse. 
Most of lawful regimes have accepted this condition and the known given lawful establishment as side and 
secondary but some of them have took it as main and primary lawsuit in cases that other lawsuit is discussed 
beside it, give opportunity to demandant to choose any of lawsuits [14]. While it seems that keeping different 
lawful subjects frontage, is near to right to prevent from disorder by accepting cautionary condition. 

Other condition that has been stated to hear the given lawsuit is condition of remaining added asset while 
pleading a lawsuit. Fans for credit of these conditions say in justification of it: if added value is dissipated as per 
reasons without owner’s incursion and wastage, given balance of regulator is obtained, automatically and it does 
not remained a bed for asset return. Unless owner takes action to earn properties with awareness of no it’s deserve 
and ill-will [15]. But some, by this analysis that all commitment sources cause commitment as soon as earning and 
Enrichment Without Couse is not an exception from this rule, they deny the given condition [14]. In Iranian law, 
some have opined about its invalidity [16]; while some others take its validity, not only till time of pleading 
lawsuit, but till when issuing decree [12]. But it seems, with preciseness in trustee concept, such as ownership and 
legitimate, trusted and non-trusted in Islamic Fighh, owner can be attributed to trustee, by relying on rule “no 
guarantee of trusteev” in cases of dissipation of properties without his/her incursion and wastage, guarantee of 
transferred lost properties can be void from him/her, thereby, condition of remaining properties is known as valid. 
After Enrichment Without Couse, is done with all pillars and conditions, an effect is imposed on it based on return 
of wrong added value. If owner, himself/herself does not do this assignment, lost properties is entitled to be 
charged from court, its requirement on compensation of decrease of asset by paying equal value. Amount of this 
commitment is least amount among decrease and increase of asset. Why if increase of asset is more than decrease, 
and lost properties receives more than its loss from owner and or properties decrease is more than increase, and 
owner pays more than earning, in both cases there is a kind of Enrichment Without Couse to owner’s loss and for 
escaping it, it is required, amount of commitment is least amount among increase and decrease [14]. Calendar 
time of transferred value is derived from how to believe in condition of survival. Thus, the opposition of its 
validity, have determined assessment time while occurring Enrichment Without Couse [14] while believers in 
validity of survival condition know time of pleading lawsuit as valid [17]. Even some go beyond this, while 
issuing decree, Introduce replaced calendar time [12]. 

 
Nature of Enrichment Without Couse 
Some have introduced pseudo-contract or pseudo- indenture as nature of this lawful establishment and 

reason of making commitment and known pseudo-indenture as intentional action of human by inspiration of 
article 1992 for civil act of France that law has not forbidden it and it makes commitment without composition in 
opposite of other or for both parties [18]. 
 

 For this theory, there are two faults:  
1-in provided definition, pseudo-indenture has been limited to intentional actions of human while in area 

of “Enrichment Without Couse “, there are cases that human’s action and will have no role in its occurrence; like 
that one natural factor has changed path for farm water, leads it to other farm and causes decrease of product in 
the first and increase of it in the second. 

2- with supposition that in all cases of “ Enrichment Without Couse “, to use properties or work, there is 
a faulty satisfaction among both parties, lawful nature of this commitment source is like indenture and has been 
viewed due to satisfaction. While in its area, cases occurred that lack satisfaction element. Like that one parks 
his/her car in his/her neighbor’s special parking without informing him/her.in addition to this, satisfaction is 
commitment source in a case, just that it has all required pillars to make commitment; that in this case, it called 
indenture and faulty satisfaction that has no essence of indenture, can’t be factor of making commitment, but 
requirement and commitment are imposed in such cases from regulator [12]. 

Today, some interpret pseudo- indenture or in interpretation of conventional law, decree contract or 
supposition contract to commitments due to act in lack of both parties’ agreement to avoid above faults, not 
commitments due to intentional action of human or faulty satisfaction that in this case, accepting pseudo-contract 
nature for Enrichment Without Couse can be logical and reasonable ;though name of pseudo-contract is misnomer 
and critical for commitments that are made with decree of act, due to no ordination with its concept. 
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Some others, by stating that in civil responsibility, motivation to make coercive requirement, loss 
compensation, and in fulfillment, benefit return is useful, have introduced nature of Enrichment Without Couse as 
a useful lawful event [13]. 

The result is that irrespective of dispute about idiom of pseudo-contract, decree contract or any other 
alternative idiom, it can be said that lawful nature of Enrichment Without Couse is a useful lawful event that while 
doing it, and in lack of contract, a commitment is made from regulator that user without cause, is obliged to return 
useful properties and compensate benefits. 

 
Rule base 
Jurists in end of response to this question, that principally is a rule that states forbiddance of Enrichment 

Without Couse and assignment of owner to return properties and compensation of useful benefits, in what lawful 
valid source, it is based, during various theories, they have introduced different sources as rule base that in the 
following, some of them are indicated : 

1-Governance of other’s properties: this theory discussed in 18th century by leadership of Putieh and 
during it, governance of other’s properties introduced as rule base. But since intention of other’s properties 
governance as is it belongs to pillars of other’s properties governance is not took from pillars of Enrichment 
Without Couse, they called governance of other’s faulty governance. In criticism of this opinion, it was said, 
other’s properties governance under intention and will, is from Enrichment Without Couse, particularly and 
prevents it to enter its special area. Though, reverse of this theorem is true, i.e. inclusion of rule on meddlesome 
governance [14]. 

2-Non-loss rule: some, by comparing Enrichment Without Couse with civil responsibility, have known 
base of two lawful establishment as non-loss rule and base of requirement to compensate loss and also, return 
useful benefit as denial of loss. But in criticism of this opinion, it is said, these two lawful establishments with 
similar existence, have a basic difference and it is that to make obligation in civil responsibility, based on non-loss 
rule, having relation of causality among person’s action and inducing loss to other is an imperative condition 
while in Enrichment Without Couse, merely ownership for loss of other is enough. So, according to this opinion, 
in cases like other’s properties governance that owner’s action and will have no role in inducing loss to other, 
properties that wrongly transferred, will not be returned through lawsuit of civil responsibility and not be done 
through Enrichment Without Couse, while it is necessary, anywhere lawsuit of civil responsibility is not useful, 
the given rule as a lawful complementary, is responsible to do justice [19] 

3- Illegitimate earning of wealth: one of our country’s jurist has subjected illegitimate earning of wealth 
as a rule base. But is seems, this theory lacks enough preciseness; why if in contrast, this question rule of 
ownership, while illegitimate earning of wealth, from what sources, it gets its reason to make obligation, if we 
respond from illegitimate earning of wealth, we have given an illogical response; since illegitimate earning causes 
to make obligation, not its base, i.e. the given rule is based on other lawful valid source that based on that, while 
illegitimate earning, it makes obligation. Still, they themselves have acknowledged this subject in discussion of 
rule nature [12]. 

In addition to what has been said, there are other various theories like “commitment cause”, “keeping 
balance among two assets” and” moral assignment to compensate the lost’ situation that any has been criticized by 
jurists for reasons. Justice (real base of rule): today, most of jurists, know Enrichment Without Couse as an 
independent rule that it does not get its validity from any other rule and its real base is justice. A base that is took 
as basic base and fundamental for all lawful rules. If base for non-loss rule is justice, base for rule “Enrichment 
Without Couse is justice, preferably. Since this lawful establishment is one of the most first and primary of lawful 
rules that at first, it determines, if earning asset is with legitimate and legal cause and otherwise, it is forbidden 
and condemned to return[12]. 

Roman jurists as devisers of the rule, have introduced justice as its base [20]. And now, with increasing 
approach of jurists for European countries like Germany, UK, and France[15] and some Arabian countries like 
Egypt,[14] also a number of our country’s jurists, they have accepted justice as base of rule “Enrichment Without 
Couse “. So, when earning asset occurs without legal permit of cause of ownership, the given rule based on 
justice, decrees to return properties and compensate useful benefit [19] 

 
Rule documentation 
Existence of rule “Enrichment Without Couse” in Islamic law, is proved by all public and taking ayahs 

and hadiths and also, its fighh evidences as follows: 
 
1-Ayahs  
Ayah for business  eat not up  your properties among yourselves in vanity: according to this ayah, God 

says the believers : do not consume each other’s properties, wrongly unless a business runs with your satisfaction 
and do not suicide that God is kind about you (Nesa’/29)[1]. About Ayah’s indication, it should be noted that 
though position for ascension of top of the ayah relates to gamble, interpreters do not specify it for the case and 
know a wider area for it, as ayah’s address is not special for believers and all people is included in it [21]. In 
knowing concept of singles for the ayah, it should be also said, word “اکل" means eating food, lexically, during a 
virtual use, it gets absolute use from view of calling requirement and required will or major statement in given 
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ayah [22]. also, by widely and comprehensibly defining of word “ properties”, it is what mankind tends to own it, 
naturally, types and kinds of properties whether material or spiritual, land and benefits, debts and charges, even 
work of worker and rights are subjects of ayah [21]. Word “ among” means opposite and contradiction of right, 
with a wide interpretation, in addition to crimes like gavel, and imposture, corrupted indentures and generally 
what lacks real and factual effect from view of lawgiver, and convention of the wise, i.e., it includes judicial and 
conventional null, too. Word “ بینکم”  means that intention of eating properties in null is possession of properties 
without reason except for imposture and bribe, not illegal possessions in personal asset of people like dissipation 
and Improvidence [3]. Also, mention of word “ business” is from view of majority or statement of one of major 
causes of land and its intention are all causes for land such as hire and conferment and generally, what is 
convention takes effects in making ownership for it, whether it is judicial cause or conventional [23]. According 
to what was said, it can be said that God in business, by a general statement forbids people to possess each other’s 
properties in null, whether judicial or conventional and then, in complementing this Fighh order with one 
disconnected exception with meaning “but”, separates business with satisfaction that represents all reasonable and 
judicial causes of the owned goods, and legitimizes it. In the following, He forbids people from suicide and 
thereby, he equalizes null possession in others’ properties and forming incorrect economical relations in society 
with personal and social suicide in line and from His favor, forbids people to commit them, by indicting His 
compassionate Attribute. Therefore, it can be said, there is general principle of consuming properties in null or in 
other words, forbiddance of Enrichment Without Couse in Islamic law and there is no doubt that the given 
forbiddance indicates assignment decree, i.e., sanctity. But about its indication on situation decree, i.e., cancel and 
corruption, it should be said since corruption is a word that is in opposite of the possessed and non-possessed 
properties and consuming or possession(illegitimately) has not belonged to transactions or worships, it is a wide 
action that has no capability to attribute to correctness and corruption, stated forbiddance on consuming could not, 
itself have indicated situation decree and cancel but with this reasoning, that if it is cause to get correct properties, 
there is no reason that possession in it is illegal and sanctity of consuming shows corruption of cause, as legality 
of consumption in exception of the ayah states authentication and validity of legitimate causes like business, it can 
be concluded that given assignment decree needs situation decree and cancel of causes to get properties in null 
[23]. Order of the given ayah transcends moral imperative and hereafter limit, it is took as a lawful order and fighh 
principle that while occurring Enrichment Without Couse by making commitment, needs return and compensate 
loss. As a result, sanctity ayah of consuming properties in null is a Koranic documentation for Enrichment 
Without Couse and it has an absolute general and special relation to it. It means that given ayah, in addition to 
Enrichment Without Couse, includes possession with crimes. Also, ayah 188 of Nesa’ surah can be took as a 
koranic documentation for Enrichment Without Couse that its content is forbiddance to consume properties in 
null, with the same reasoning and documentation face. 

 
2-Hadiths: 
A significant number of hadiths of the infallible (AS) is found that validate forbiddance of Enrichment 

Without Couse. of them, it can be indicated to The Prophet’s(PBUH) lecture of farewell that in some part of it, 
there has been emphasized on sanctity of Muslims’ blood and properties and no legality of people’s properties for 
each other unless it is given by satisfaction and wil4 [24]. hadith of hand guarantee that calls possessor as 
guarantor to when returning properties to its owner and is a fighh rule to prove commitment for documented 
possession of jurisconsults and jurists, is one of these cases[25]. in addition to this, there are similar hadiths, too 
that any has emphasized on sanctity of wrong possession as typical, approve Enrichment Without Couse in 
Islamic law [26].  

 
3-Fighh evidences 
Among different chapters of fighh, there are cases that when occurring evidences of Enrichment Without 

Couse, jurisconsults issue decree of return, they have run the given rule. Like that, the following cases can be 
indicated:  

- In a problem that investigates different parts of paying woman’s dowry, it has been provided 
that if mature girl, has not took her father as representative in getting dowry, coverage of husband is not removed 
by paying dowry to father and woman is entitled to charge it from her husband. In such a situation, husband can to 
charge what is paid wrongly, he refers to father and in case of his death, to his heirs [27]. In this problem, one of 
cases for wrong fulfillment that is from evidences of Enrichment Without Couse, has been discussed and as per 
rule order, issued a decree to return properties.  

- Jurisconsults, in chapter of lost animal, by discussing this issue that if one finds a lost animal 
and keeps it, in case that paying costs is not possible by ruler, and finder of animal intends to return, as per more 
correct opinion, they have issued decree for possibility to refer of finder of animal and thereby, indicated another 
one of evidences for EnrichmentWithoutCouse, i.e., governance of other’s properties and opined as per the rule 
[28].  

- Some have stated among discussions of forgery that if forger refers before starting action or 
among it from forgery, but agent is unaware of his/her reference and ends the work, all wage belongs him [28]. In 
this stance, by stating another evidence of EnrichmentWithoutCouse, i.e., fulfillment, it has been decreed as per 
the rule. 
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- Another issue that can be took as evidences of EnrichmentWithoutCouse, is discovery of a new 
properties inside the purchased goods after possession of it, so that it can’t be took as subject of the purchased 
goods, conventionally; that in this case, they have known discovered goods as belongs to buyer and or absolutely 
owner in any transfer, at first and thereby, have forbidden transfer of discovered properties without cause of 
ownership [29]. Like a case that it there has been with suspicion to lack of it while selling the animal, that if there 
has not been transfer condition, it belongs to buyer in view of most of jurisconsults’ fatwa [28]. 

- In another place, among fighh questions and responses in opposite to this question that if a 
family has engaged a girl or its boy, as per tradition of that location, they give silk, wool and cotton, that girl 
grows in her father’s home and meanwhile, boy dies, what is reached to her, it has been answered that original of 
silk, wool and cotton are for their owners, not girl, but if they have ordered girl that she weaves, knits and so on, 
girl is deserved to pay wage [29]. in this question, and response, two evidences of EnrichmentWithoutCouse have 
occurred; one as fulfillment that has been done about girl and another in delivering properties to girl in hope to 
occur marriage espousal that by no its occurrence, given payment has been without cause and it is took that with 
decree of belonging wage to girl and return of goods to their owner, EnrichmentWithoutCouse has been banned in 
both cases. in view of what was said, it can be concluded that legitimacy of rule “EnrichmentWithoutCouse in 
Islamic law has not been special for theoretical aspect, practically, it has been considered by jurisconsluts and 
while providing its evidences, condition of their decrees has been occurred. 

 
EnrichmentWithoutCouse in Iranian law 
Iranian civil law, by indicating some outstanding evidence of EnrichmentWithoutCouse like wrong 

fulfillment, governance of other’s properties, and fulfillment, has took codification of some regulation in relation 
to them (Articles 306,301,336,337, the civil code of Iran). In addition to it, among legal articles, in following of 
ImamiehFighh there are scattered cases that are derived from thought of forbidding wrong possession for other’s 
loss(Articles 33,36,154,256,1037, the civil code of Iran). Also, article 319 of business act, knows draft cost as 
chargeable that includes 5-years passage to reaching time for goods by indicating futile use. 

All of these cases indicate this issue that fact of the given rule exists in Iranian statute. Despite this, our 
civil act ignores from stipulation of rule and statement of its features, it has caused imbalance of opinions and 
issuing different decrees in lawsuits. While doing real justice needs clarification, precision, and guarantee. Still, in 
this end, new and developed civil acts of world like Germany, Swiss, and Egypt, have codified regulations related 
to it as well as statement of rule principle. Even French civil act has tried to correct existing fault in civil act by 
judicial procedure. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

 From what was passed, such a thing seems that rule” EnrichmentWithoutCouse that indicates transfer of 
asset without legitimate cause, based on justice and has made commitment in decree of act in lack of legitimate 
and ownership causes to earn asset like contract and also, lack of crimes as causes of illegitimate earning while 
occurring a useful legal event that leads to wrong displacement of properties, it obliges owner to return transferred 
financial value.  

This rule that has been accepted by most of developed legal regimes, in Islamic law, is provable by 
public and stating ayahs and hadiths and also, Fighh decrees in practical cases. But in civil act, stipulation of this 
meaning to make commitment and determine its features has been prevented and this thing has caused that 
judicial assemblies face with serious problems. so, it is necessary, the given rule is discussed as one of 
independent and certain rules of Fighh and also, it would take action by stipulating forbiddance of 
EnrichmentWithoutCouse, as well as civil act articles and codification of regulations related to it under title of 
requirements that reach without contract, to formalize the rule and solve problems due to legal gape.  
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